Stochastic threshold characterization of the intensity of active channel dynamical action potential generation.
Stochastic threshold characterization of the intensity of active channel dynamical action potential generation. J. Neurophysiol. 78: 2616-2630, 1997. This paper develops a stochastic intensity description for action potential generation formulated in terms of stochastic processes, which are direct analogues of the physiological processes of the pre- and postsynaptic complex of the cochlear nerve: 1) neurotransmitter release is modeled as an inhomogeneous Poisson counting process with release intensity mu t, 2) the excitatory postsynaptic conductance (EPSC) process is modeled as a marked, linearly filtered Poisson process resulting from the linear superposition of standard shaped postsynaptic conductances of size G, and 3) action potential generation is modeled as resulting from the EPSC exceeding a random threshold determined by active channel dynamics of the Hodgkin-Huxley type. The random threshold is defined to be the least upper bound in the size of a standard-shaped neurotransmitter release injected at time t given the previous action potential time and the number of releases occurring in a short preconditioning time increment. The action potential process is modeled as a self-exciting point process with stochastic intensity resulting from the probability that the random threshold process crosses the threshold in some small time increment that is a function of time since previous action potential, release intensity, and the probability that a single synaptic event exceeds the stochastic threshold. The stochastic intensity model is consistent with a direct simulation of the nonlinear Hodgkin-Huxley differential equations over a variety of parameters for the vesicle release intensity, vesicle size, vesicle duration, and temperatures. Results are presented showing that the regularity properties seen in the vestibular primary afferent in the lizard, Calotes versicolor, associated with a slow-to-activate potassium channel resulting in a long afterhyperpolarization can be accommodated directly by the stochastic intensity description. The stimulus dependence of the model is attributed to synaptic transmission and the probabilistic nature to the threshold conductance process, which is dependent upon the EPSC process. The stochastic intensity is seen to have a form consistent with the phenomenologically based Siebert-Gaumond model, a stimulus-related function of time multiplied by a refractory-related function of time since previous action potential.